Minimally invasive arthrodesis for chronic sacroiliac joint dysfunction using the SImmetry SI Joint Fusion system
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Abstract: Chronic sacroiliac (SI) joint-related low back pain (LBP) is a common, yet under-diagnosed and undertreated condition due to difficulties in accurate diagnosis and highly variable treatment practices. In patients with debilitating SI-related LBP for at least 6 months duration who have failed conservative management, arthrodesis is a viable option. The SImmetry® SI Joint Fusion System is a novel therapy for SI joint fusion, not just fixation, which utilizes a minimally invasive surgical approach, instrumented fixation for immediate stability, and joint preparation with bone grafting for a secure construct in the long term. The purpose of this report is to describe the minimally invasive SI Joint Fusion System, including patient selection criteria, implant characteristics, surgical technique, postoperative recovery, and biomechanical testing results. Advantages and limitations of this system will be discussed.
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Introduction

Low back pain (LBP) is one of the most common physical ailments worldwide with a point prevalence of 18% and a 1-year prevalence of 38%.1 While most cases of acute LBP eventually resolve, one in five cases will persist for more than 1 month. Patients with chronic LBP often present a diagnostic dilemma to the clinician. More than 85% of LBP cases are non-specific since they cannot be readily attributed to a specific disease or spinal abnormality.2 Furthermore, there is little consensus on appropriate clinical evaluation methods for LBP,3 which is evident by studies showing large variations in the utilization of diagnostic tests.4,5

The contribution of the sacroiliac (SI) joint in chronic LBP has been recognized for decades. The reported prevalence of LBP originating from the SI joint ranges from 13% to 30%,6-10 with the largest series reporting a 23% prevalence in 1,300 well-selected patients.6 Despite the high prevalence of chronic SI joint-related LBP, accurate diagnosis of this condition remains challenging and has historically resulted in suboptimal and misdirected treatment offerings. Nonsurgical therapies for chronic LBP of SI origin, including analgesics, physical therapy, spinal manipulation, intra-articular steroid injections, and radiofrequency denervation, provide modest and temporary pain relief.11 In chronically debilitating cases refractory to at least 6 months of nonsurgical care, SI joint fusion becomes a viable treatment option in well-selected patients.12

Traditional SI joint fusion is a complex and invasive procedure involving open exposure of the joint, decortication of the articular surfaces, bone graft harvesting, and instrumented fixation using plates, screws, and/or rods. In addition to less than ideal patient outcomes reported in many series,13 open SI joint fusion is associated
with significant procedural complications such as blood loss (average: 290 mL),\textsuperscript{14} neurovascular injury, disruption of musculoligamentous structures, autograft harvest-related morbidity, extended hospitalization (average: 5 days),\textsuperscript{14} and protracted time to return to work (average: 5 months).\textsuperscript{13–17} In order to lower surgical morbidity associated with SI joint fusion, minimally invasive surgical approaches for SI joint fixation and fusion have recently been developed. The purpose of this report is to describe a novel minimally invasive system (SImmetry\textsuperscript{®} SI Joint Fusion System; Zyga Technology Inc., Minnetonka, MN, USA) intended for SI joint arthrodesis, including patient selection criteria, implant characteristics, surgical technique, postoperative recovery, and biomechanical testing results.

**Patient selection criteria**

Accurate differential diagnosis and careful patient selection are mandatory for therapeutic success with SI joint treatments. Correct identification of SI joint-generated LBP involves multiple ordered diagnostic steps, since SI joint pain often mimics discogenic or lumbar radicular symptoms.\textsuperscript{18} Typical patient symptoms indicative of chronic SI joint pathology include pain with sitting or lying that is intensified by climbing hills or stairs, dull ache below L5 unilaterally, and/or buttock pain possibly radiating to the groin or thigh. Careful review of a patient’s medical history will often reveal a history of trauma, significant leg-length disparities, or prior lumbar fusion. Physical examination includes a general back examination and magnetic resonance imaging to rule out other pathologies. If suspicion of SI joint-originating LBP remains, the patient is evaluated by conducting a series of SI joint-specific provocative tests, including pelvic compression, thigh thrust, flexion abduction external rotation (FABER), distraction, and Gaenslen’s test. Fortin’s Finger Test is also regularly employed. The SI joint is suspected to be the primary pain generator if at least three of five tests are positive.\textsuperscript{19} Finally, SI joint dysfunction is confirmed with two separate fluoroscopically guided, intra-articular diagnostic SI joint blocks that provide >75% immediate symptom relief.\textsuperscript{20}

**Implant characteristics**

The SImmetry\textsuperscript{®} SI Joint Fusion System includes titanium implants that are available in lengths ranging from 30 mm to 70 mm and are characterized by a spiral thread design and self-tapping corticocancellous threads. The threaded design allows controlled insertion and removal of the implants, and the deep threads provide a macroscale scaffold for long-term fixation. A microscale texture is produced by blasting with biocompatible calcium phosphate, which later dissolves, leaving a titanium surface free from embedded media. This resorbable blast media (RBM) surface treatment provides a 2–4 µm surface roughness, which has been demonstrated to be optimal for osteointegration in contrast to either smoother or rougher finishes.\textsuperscript{21,22} The RBM finish is immune to delamination during insertion, ongrowth, or removal, unlike hydroxyapatite-coated or titanium plasma-sprayed (TPS) surfaces.\textsuperscript{23}

**Surgical technique**

The surgical procedure involves four main steps: minimally invasive lateral access, joint preparation, bone graft insertion, and implant delivery (Figure 1). Surgeons must be intimately familiar with the relevant lumbosacral spine and iliac anatomy, including dysplastic variations, in order to ensure accurate instrument trajectory and to avoid iatrogenic neurovascular injury. Under general anesthesia, the patient is positioned prone on a radiolucent operating table and the pelvis is prepped and draped for a lateral incision on the buttocks. A C-arm image intensifier is prepared to obtain anteroposterior, lateral, pelvic inlet, pelvic inlet-oblique, pelvic outlet and pelvic outlet-oblique projections.

Under anteroposterior, outlet, and lateral fluoroscopic views, the skin is marked to identify the ideal access and trajectory. The lateral view should utilize a gantry which superimposes the sacral slopes on a single image. A 1.5–2 cm longitudinal incision is made, with the skin and subcutaneous tissue divided down to the gluteal fascia. Under lateral fluoroscopic guidance, a 6 mm dilator with internal obturator is advanced to the planned entry point on the outer ilium. The obturator is then exchanged for a guide pin, which is drilled just enough to maintain its position within the outer ilium cortex. After accurate pin trajectory is confirmed with inlet, inlet-oblique, and outlet-oblique fluoroscopic views, the guide pin is advanced into the SI joint, just touching the sacral cortex. The pin should have a trajectory as perpendicular to the SI joint as possible. The lateral ilium cortex is then sequentially dilated to 9 mm to allow advancement of a working cannula to approximately 1 cm beyond the lateral cortex. Proper intraosseous trajectory and depth are confirmed with pelvic inlet and outlet projections. Next, a 9 mm cannulated drill creates an osseous tunnel though the ilium over the guide pin, and care is taken with radiographic guidance to avoid drilling across the sacral cortex of the SI joint. Ilium drillings are collected and incorporated into bone graft material for later grafting, which is advantageous since it avoids direct iliac crest bone graft harvesting, which can...
cause complications such as iliac crest fracture, chronic pain, and nerve damage.²⁴

SI joint preparation begins by clearing cartilage to allow a decorticator to be fully seated on the sacral cortex of the SI joint. Joint surface preparation is accomplished by use of a unique flexible decorticator that extends out and follows the undulating surface of the joint while denuding cartilage and partially decorticating the joint. The joint is prepared well beyond the margins of the 12.5 mm threaded implant, with an affected region of approximately 5 cm² of the ilium and 5 cm² of the sacrum, exclusive of the implant. This represents approximately 50% of the articular joint area.²⁵

Irrigation and suction are used intermittently throughout the process to extract joint tissue. Approximately 5 cc bone graft, including autologous bone from the ilium drillings (typically 2–3 cc), is then packed into the denuded cavity to promote bony fusion. Dilators are reinserted to allow accurate advancement of the drill pin to a safe depth and trajectory perpendicular to the joint. A 9 mm pilot hole is drilled through the sacral cortex, over which the initial 12.5 mm cannulated implant is advanced over the pin until fully seated. Fixation is obtained with at least one large diameter 12.5 mm implant and one or more additional smaller 6.5 mm implants to ensure rotational rigidity.

The 6.5 mm anti-rotation implant(s) are inserted just superior to the 12.5 mm implant or into S2 without the use of joint preparation and bone graft, in an otherwise similar fashion. Upon completion of placement of the implants, final lateral, inlet, inlet-oblique, outlet, and outlet-oblique images are obtained (Figure 2). The deep tissues and skin incision may be infiltrated with bupivacaine and epinephrine for postoperative pain control.

Several patient-related factors may complicate imaging interpretation and/or implant placement, including obesity, low bone density, sacral dysplasia, or small frame. The importance of preoperative planning cannot be overstated in such patients. In cases where dysmorphic patient anatomy will not allow for safe traverse medial to the neural foramen of the S1 or S2 bony corridors, the implants should be inserted only within the ala. A minimum of 1.5 cm implant purchase into the sacrum is recommended for adequate implant stability.

**Postoperative recovery**

Patients may be discharged on the same day, although a 1–2 day hospitalization may be required for pain control; pain medications are prescribed as needed. Patients may progress to full weight bearing as tolerated, typically prior to hospital discharge. Fusion status is assessed with computed tomography 6–12 months after the procedure (Figure 3).

**Biomechanical testing**

The Simmetry® SI Joint Fusion System implants were developed specifically to limit SI joint motion by achieving...
immediate fixation with threaded titanium implants and promoting long-term fusion by arthrodesis. The use of a two-implant construct has traditionally been utilized for fixation of stable and unstable pelvic fractures,\textsuperscript{26} with the second iliosacral screw providing significant fixation benefits.\textsuperscript{27–29} van Zwienen et al\textsuperscript{28} evaluated iliosacral screw constructs in a cadaveric fracture model. These authors reported a 28\% and 44\% reduction in fracture site motion and a 170\% and 300\% increase in rotational stiffness with the addition of a second screw for S2 and S1 placements, respectively. Yinger et al\textsuperscript{27} evaluated the effectiveness of multiple fixation constructs, including SI screws, sacral bars, and tension band plates in a hard plastic model with an Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA) 61-C1.2 fracture. The addition of a second iliosacral screw reduced fracture site translation by 50\% and rotation by 40\%. In fact, the two transverse screw construct provided rigidity that was only slightly exceeded by the strongest construct consisting of a screw and multiple anterior plates. This design is advantageous, since shear loads across the SI joint can exceed 600 N,\textsuperscript{30} and multiple implants can more effectively share loads and resist rotation. Additionally, the implant procedure requires only a posterior approach.

An additional advantage of the 12.5 mm implant relates to implant strength and durability when compared to a 6.5 mm trauma screw. Using the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard tests, this implant had 2\% greater pullout force, 22\% greater failure torque, and 17\% greater bending yield. Notably, this 12.5 mm implant underwent 5 million cycles in bending fatigue at 7.2 Nm with no failure, whereas the trauma screw failed at 30,000 cycles.
The 12.5 mm diameter implant is six-fold stronger under shear and bending forces with double the frontal area when compared to a 6.5 mm implant. It can therefore be assumed that the use of both implants likely provides more than adequate fixation and strength to tolerate typical long-term physiological loads borne by the SI joint.

**Discussion**

Chronic LBP originating from the SI joint represents a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge due to complexities in differential diagnosis and the suboptimal therapeutic options available. Failure to recognize and optimally treat SI joint pathology results in undertreatment of a significant portion of chronic LBP sufferers. With the recent development of highly sensitive and specific diagnostic algorithms, awareness of the role of the SI joint in chronic LBP is increasing.

Despite recent efforts to characterize the role of the SI joint in chronic LBP, no definitive conservative, interventional, or surgical management options exist for managing chronic SI joint pain. Instrumented SI joint arthrodesis via large anterior or posterior surgical approaches is limited by significant risk of iatrogenic neurovascular and muscular injury, requirement for iliac crest bone harvesting, and unsatisfactory long-term patient outcomes. Consequently, minimally invasive techniques for fixation of the SI joint have been introduced over the last few years with encouraging early results. Several case series have reported promising mid-term outcomes with SI joint fixation using titanium plasma spray-coated implants. However, the long-term outcomes of this method are unknown, and since implants are placed without use of supplemental bone graft, the risk of late implant loosening remains a concern.

True minimally invasive SI joint arthrodesis, accomplished with small incisions, joint decortications, and instrumented fixation supplemented with bone graft for long-term stability, is a relatively novel concept. Mason et al treated 73 patients with intractable SI joint pain resistant to conservative care using a percutaneous hollow modular anchorage screw supplemented with demineralized bone matrix. Throughout a mean of 3 years follow-up, back pain severity decreased by 44% on average, although fusion status was not reported. Although these results are promising, additional human studies are needed to accurately assess the therapeutic potential for this technique.

In summary, a true minimally invasive SI joint arthrodesis technique is possible in well-selected patients, combining the advantages of a minimally invasive surgical approach, proper joint preparation with decortication and bone grafting, and optimized titanium implants designed to provide a stable long-term construct.
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